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DECEMBER CLUB HAPPENINGS 

Club Meeting
December 14, 2010 7:00pm

Program:   Portable Operation in the Alps
by Dick Wood K9JBE

WARAC 10 meter Contest/ARRL 10 meter contest
Friday Dec 10, 2010 6pm to Dec 12, 2010 6pm

See details on page 7

WARAC 2-meter net
December 21 & Janurary  4, 2011 7:00pm
MATC repeater 147.045 standard offset 

127.3 Hz CTCSS

UPCOMING CLUB HAPPENINGS 

WARAC SWAPFEST
SATURDAY- JANUARY 8, 2011 

8:00AM - 2:00PM
WAUKESHA COUNTY EXPO CENTER

MORE INFO INSIDE

Wisconsin QSO Party
Sunday March 13, 2011

Merry Christmas and
A Happy New Year to

 
All



 Here goes with my first monthly column 
as your new president.

Congratulations to Chuck Craven, 
WB9PUB, upon his selection as 2010 
Member of the Year at our Annual 
Awards Dinner.   Also, big thanks to the 
dinner committee (Lynn, K9KR; George, 
AA9SR and Howard, WA9AXQ) for an 
event well done.  Attendance was up this 
year and it seemed that a good time was 
had by all.  For next year, Chuck 
automatically joins the dinner committee 
replacing Lynn.            

As you know, our Swapfest is coming up 
on January 8.  It’ll be here before we 
know it and we need everyone’s help to 
make it a success.  It takes a lot of 
manpower to do a good job on the ‘fest, 
so bring a friend to help!  Everyone 
helping gets free admission and a free 
food ticket.           

At the upcoming meeting, chairman Phil 
will lay out the final details for the 
Swapfest, and he will have advance 
tickets to sell.  And be sure to see Phil’s 
article in this issue of Hamtrix.  

The weekend of December 10 – 12 is the 
ARRL 10 Meter contest plus our 
WARAC 10 Meter contest.  See Chuck 
WB9PUB’s article in last month’s 
Hamtrix, plus additional info elsewhere 
in this issue.  This is a great contest for 
rookies as well as more experienced 

contesters, so be sure to join in, even if 
you can’t participate for the whole 
weekend.  With sunspots on the way up, 
plus the new Mexican multipliers, we 
should see increased activity.  And bring 
your contest stories to our meeting two 
days later!              

There will be a few changes to our 
meeting format going forward.  
The only activities before the program 
will be introductions and major 
announcements.  All other business (such 
as approving minutes) will be during the 
meeting/discussion period after the 
program.  The meeting/discussion time 
will typically be half an hour, then we’ll 
have the refreshments.  At the upcoming 
meeting, Phil’s Swapfest discussion will 
be the main topic of the meeting period.
See you at the meeting!
 - Tom, K9BTQ

From the Editor's Desk
Time for my second Hamtrix to hit the 
press and, as last time, I'm feeling rushed 
but happy with the challenge.  This issue 
has some of the pictures from the awards 
dinner.  We all had fun and enjoyed the 
company.  As usual I'll be looking for 
articles for the Hamtrix.  Would anyone 
be willing to write up a short history of 
how their involvement with Ham Radio 
started? Where it has taken you? Where 
you are now?  I feel this will help us 
newcomers know a little more about the 
group . I will give my shot at it next 
month and see if anyone will join me. 
Don't feel you have to be an expert writer 
to do it, I'm not. I'll politely ask my wife 
to edit for me.  Continue to offer any 
suggestions you have. This is your club 
paper.
Frank KA9FZR           
fhump@milwpc.com  

The
President's

Shack
December

2010



WARAC General Meeting 
Minutes
November 9, 2010      

Introduction
The meeting was called to order at 7:00 PM 
by President, Tom Macon.  Membership 
introduced themselves and there was one 
visitor, George Gogonelis, unlicensed. 
Overall meeting attendance was 20.  Tom 
announced that the meeting format will 
change slightly with the addition of a 
discussion period/meeting following the 
program.

Announcements
The WARAC awards dinner is Sunday 
November, 14.  Be sure to sign up.

Swapfest 2011
Table Orders are coming in fast, 
Additional workers needed.  Our 
annual Swapfest is only about a month 
away and activity for this event is at a 
fast pace.  For anyone who doesn’t 
know, the WARAC 39th Annual 
Midwinter Swapfest is scheduled for 
January 8, 2011.                      

Preparations are just about in place. 
The Caterer and VE license testing 
team are already getting ready and only 
the security contract needs to be 
received and signed.  Table 
reservations will be well along by the 
time of our next club general meeting.  

The North Hall will, once again, be 
mainly used for socializing.  What do 
we mean by this?  It will be an area 
where our visitors can relax, do some 
rag chewing, have a bite to eat and 
meet our ARRL Division Director, 
Vice-Director and Section Manager.  

Advance Tickets are available.  Club 
members are encouraged to take some 
advance tickets and sell them to their 
fellow ham friends.  Besides, they save 
a $1 by doing it this way.  See Phil at 
the next club meeting.     

Do you want to sell something?  There 
are a couple ways you can do this.  If 
you want to sell equipment, you need 
to bring it to John, K9IAC, in the South 
Hall who has a table for that purpose. 
Otherwise, along the east wall in the 
East Hall there are several tables for 
electronic parts/components with the 
selling being coordinated by Louie, 
W9GSV.  In any case, it is a good idea 
to provide a write-up sheet providing 
your name, call, selling price and other 
details.  Also, Louie will take donations 
for the WARAC Scholarship Fund.  

How can you help at this event?  We need 
every WARAC member to be available and 
willing to help with the many duties that are 
necessary for this event to be a success. 
Please talk to Phil at the December general 
meeting or call him.  If you have friends that 
want to help and don’t mind  working at 6 
AM, bring them along too.  We are 
encouraging members to arrive about 5:30 
AM.  Please wear your WARAC hat (or one 
will be provided at the event) and, if 
available, bring your HT (tuned to 147.42 
MHz simplex).  All volunteers will be given 
a door prize ticket and coffee/donuts will be 
provided as well as a lunch ticket.       

Thank you, in advance, for your help in 
making this swapfest successful and living 
up to its reputation as one of the best in the 
Midwest.

Phil, W9NAW
Swapfest Chairperson



The ARRL 10 Meter contest is December 
12.
Tickets are now available for the WARAC 
Swapfest, January 8, 2011.     

Program
D-Star Digital Voice and Data Protocol, 
Dave Schank, KA9WXN     

D-Star was developed by the Japan 
Amateur Radio League (JARL).  Though 
the protocol is an open standard, Icom is 
currently the only vendor marketing 
transceivers that implement D-Star.  The 
protocol is spectrally efficient using a 6.25 
kHz bandwidth.  An internet gateway 
links D-Star repeaters making the 
communication between repeaters 
inherent and seamless.  Dave described 
some pictures of the channel 10/36 digital 
tower.  The D-Star repeater is located in 
the equipment room located at 605 
feet—only 30 feet of feedline is necessary.

Discussion
Thanks were extended to Frank Humpal, 
KA9FZR, for taking on the role of 
Hamtrix editor and the membership 
approved the minutes as published in 
Hamtrix.  Portable Operation in the Alps 
by Dick Wood, W9JBE, will be the 
December program.  26 attendees have 
signed up so far for the WARAC Awards 
Dinner.

The ARRL 10 Meter contest takes place 
0000Z, Dec 11 to 2400Z, Dec 12.  All 
Mexican states are now multipliers and 
logging programs should be evaluated 
carefully to determine if they support the 
contest correctly.  Chuck Craven, 
WB9PUB, explained that the WARAC 10 
Meter contest has had some changes to the 
categories.  There are separate categories 
for digital phone, digital CW, and digital 
mixed.

Phil Gural, W9NAW, encouraged all 
WARAC members to sell advanced tickets 

November 23, 2010 Board 
Meeting
Howard Smith called the meeting to 
order at 7:10 pm.        

Present:  Tom Macon, K9BTQ, Howard 
Smith, WA9AXQ, Chuck Dellis, 
W9WLX, Chuck Craven, WB9PUB, Jim 
Wilkins, KC9KEQ, and Dave Schank, 
KA9WXN.

Howard Smith was elected board 
chairman.

to the January 8, 2011, WARAC 
Swapfest.  Swapfest tickets are now 
available—they are red this year.  Flyers 
are ready to go and some orders for 
tables have already been received.  

Various meeting activities were 
discussed to inject more fun in the 
meetings.  Suggestions include:  Club 
event information to Sherm, KB9Q, for 
publication in weekly newsletter, 
develop a WARAC Welcome Packet to 
solicit new members, small item raffle at 
club meetings, general discussion/topic 
of the month, and band reports/what 
you’ve been working.  Input to be taken 
up further at board meeting.      

Tom Macon asked membership who was 
in need of a WARAC name badge and 
Chuck Craven inquired who planned on 
being involved in the Home Brew 
project.  Chuck encouraged everyone to 
think about it and get involved.  Meeting 
was adjourned at 8:24 PM.

Respectfully submitted,        
Chuck Dellis, W9WLX           
Secretary WARAC        



Motion to accept the cancellation of the 
December 28, 2010, board meeting.

The new general meeting format seems to be 
working and will continue to be followed.

Audit
Tom Macon will regroup the audit team to 
complete pending audits.  Howard suggested 
a non-meeting Tuesday night.  Budget topic 
to be discussed at January meeting.

Programs
December – Dick Wood, K9JBE, Portable 
Operation in the Alps      
January – Tom Nickel, KC9KEP, Building 
Nostalgic Home Brew Tube Equipment  
February – Chuck Craven, WB9PUB, Home 
Brew Challenge                        
March – Suggested topic, History of Ham 
Radio, Bill Shadid, WA9MXQ     
Future – Moonbounce, Gary Sutcliff, W9XT 

Club Manual           
The Board discussed the need to compile a 
club manual describing the processes used to 
execute various club activities.  Three guides 
will be developed as examples:          

Tom Macon:  Field Day                     
Chuck Craven:  10 Meter Contest                 
Howard Smith:  President Responsibilities & 
Activities

The examples will be used to assist other 
subject experts with writing their guides.

Club Constitution              
The club constitution was reviewed.  Further 
investigation will be done to determine if 
any changes will be necessary.

Scholarship
Howard investigated using the ARRL 
Foundation to administer the WARAC 
scholarship.  It is too late to make any 
changes for 2011.  The board will discuss 
additional details to prepare moving the 
scholarship management to the ARRL 

Foundation for 2012.       

Respectfully submitted,                
Chuck Dellis, W9WLX             
Secretary WARAC           

Interesting Web site for 
vanity calls, location of 

call, etc.
 found by Tom K9BTQ

http://www.vanityhq.com/

The Capital City Hamfest
Madison, Wisconsin

Saturday, February 12, 2011
0900 - 1300 (Vendor set-up 0800)

A FUN event for amateur radio and electronics 
hobbyists... Get together, sell excess 
equipment, see friends, buy gear and parts you 
need, meet folks you've met on the air, and 
beat the winter blues.

Memorial U.C.C. Fellowship Hall
5705 Lacy Rd, Fitchburg.

Admission - $5.
Under age 13 - Free.
Vendor Tables - $10.

Visit the website 
http://www.wd8das.net/hamfest
for more information.

Thanks...

Steve WD8DAS

sbjohnston@aol.com



N3FJP has released an update (v3.1) of his 
program to include the Mexican
states. It can be downloaded directly from
http://n3fjp.ky1v.com/TENMTR31.exe . It 
will install over an older version
but you do need to reenter your license 
number that you were issued when you
originally purchased the program.

As you've probably heard by now, the 32 
Mexican states are now multipliers
in the 10 meter contest. To familiarize 
yourself with the names and
abbreviations in advance, there's a map 
with all the Mexico info at
http://www.dxxe.org/concurso/xe-mults.pdf 
.

2010 WARAC 10 meter 
Contest

 Latest info



HOMEBREWING
Toward One Moving Part – Part 
Two
Two months ago I mentioned that I had 
homebrewed a balanced line measurement 
device.  
To test with the device, I needed to get some 
idea of “base numbers” that would relate to 
antenna current, since my device would read 
out only in voltage.  I hooked up my Bird 
Wattmeter, to measure forward and reverse 
power, using 50 ohm coax and a 50 ohm 
dummy load.  With 100 watts forward, by 
formula, I knew that I should have 1.414 
amps of current.  Then, taking the current 
times the resistance ( 50 ohms ) I calculated 
that I should have approximately 70.7 volts. 
The toroids I used were surplus, both with 
identical turns, so I expected to see similar 
voltages on each side, although I was not 
sure what the voltage would be.  I measured 
the voltage on both sides.  Readings were 
15.6 and 15.0 volts DC using my digital volt 
meter.   Pretty closely balanced but not 
exactly.    
However, my intent was to take readings 
remotely, at my transmitter, since I could not 
see the device or my homebrew Z match 
ATU from the transmitter.  After installing 
the remote leads, still using the 50 ohm coax 
and dummy load, I found some 14 volts DC 
on both sides.  I was pretty sure I had 
achieved a reliable test instrument, at least 
reliable enough for my planned usage. 

At this point, my plan was to begin testing 
for voltage on both sides of my openwire 
feedline, to see how efficient the Z match is, 
allowing for the link coil not being the 
correct value and with whatever losses the Z 
match had. I would replace the feedline with 
lesser values of  feedline impedance. As I 
said in part one, the link calculated close to 
50 ohms at 3.985 Mhz.  Thusly, I knew that 
the voltage would be reduced because of my 
present feedline being a 600 ohm 
impedance.  After some calculations, I 
guessed at expecting to see something in the 

1.2 volt range.    

I began measuring, both at the antenna and 
at the input to the 600 ohm feedline, where 
it connected to the Z match.   I have an MFJ 
259B.   I measured 369 ohms of impedance 
at the end of the feedline.  When I did the 
actual voltage measurements, I found 
readings of 1.116 on one side and 1.84 on 
the other side.  Balance in the readings had 
gone away.  I was disappointed.   However, 
I continued on. I replaced the feedline, with 
450 ohm open wire line.  I got readings of 
1.461 and 2.17.  Those higher readings were 
expected because the impedance at the end 
of the feedline now measured 273 ohms, 
which was getting closer to the approximate 
50 ohm link value.  Balance was still gone 
though.  I replaced the 450 with 300 ohm 
TV twinlead, and measured the impedance 
at 300 ohms.  The voltage readings 
increased to 1.623 and 2.473.   At 300 ohms 
impedance, the readings should have 
decreased.  Something was wrong besides 
the balance.   I guessed the old 300 ohm line 
must be bad.  I decided to do the two coax 
trick for one more test.  I taped two RG59U 
coaxes in parallel to approximate twice their 
native impedances – give or take 150 ohms. 
The impedance at the end of the feedline 
now reads out as 386 ohms.  However, 
another surprise, the voltage readings got 
closer to balance but stayed almost the same 
– 1.65 and 1.37.   Now I am really 
confused.  I am not sure the two coaxes are 
doing what they are supposed to do.   I 
suspect they are not 150 ohms.  I only 
connected the two shields at the top.  I 
know the literature says at the top and 
bottom and then connect the bottom to 
ground.  

To try and figure out where I was, I went to 
my TLW program and plugged in the 
readings.  Each one confirmed what I had 
seen with the 600, 450 and 300 feedline. 
Since there is no other open wire line lower 
than 300 to select in TLW, I plugged in 
some lower coax values to see if my parallel 



75 ohm coaxes were correct.  93 ohm coax 
had an impedance of 213 ohms, 75 ohm 
had 210 ohms, 52 had 145 and 50 had 138 
ohms impedance at the end of the feedline, 
according to TLW.  I now believe that 
using lower value impedance feedline 
should result in higher voltage readings (or 
higher current in both legs of the feedline) 
and my supposed 150 ohm feedline was 
not 150 ohms.        

In my testing, I found one interesting item. 
When doing readings at the end of the 
feedline, I extended the range a bit by 
going down below the resonant point, as I 
wanted to see the SWR range.  The 
antenna shows resonance at 3.2 Mhz.  I 
plotted the 3:1 SWR points.  Surprise, 
surprise.  I could achieve almost 2 Mhz of 

bandwidth.  That I did not expect. 
Perhaps I might be better off moving 
the resonant point up a bit, perhaps to 
around 3.75 or so ?                

It was suggested to me that I reverse the 
measurement device to check to see if 
balance follows or if there is indeed an 
unbalance in the feedline current. 
Good idea.                     

At this point I am still trying to decide 
where to go next – do a different link 
coil OR progress to redoing my Z 
match into an L network OR change the 
antenna.  Stay tuned.                             

Lynn Tamblyn, K9KR             

Some pictures from the 2010 Awards Dinner



From  George AA9SR
For Sale USED computers.
I have several desk tops complete 
with screen keyboard mice.
I have several Lap Tops
Trying to clear out some excess 
machines.
If you would like to talk about the 
specifics.
Contact me at gdunco@sbcglobal.net
Or 262-782-6325






